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 [Intro]
Bb

[Verse]
       F
When I try to remember the way we lived before
        Bb
Oh, the fire was ending, ever wanting more
    C
And you and me, baby, living this lie
  F
I try to remember

[Verse]
F
You woke me up in the morning, flashed before my eyes
Bb
All of the warnings poured out of the sky
               C
Tapping on the rooftops, pounding on my window
            F
Trying to remember

[Chorus]
F
And I wonder, looking out at the rain
         Bb
How much thunder can turn a sky to flame
         C                         Bb
And burn away these clouds we live under
        F
Well, I wonder

[Verse]
F
Are there really such things as trust to forgiveness
Bb
Gentle warm breezes coming from the west
              C
Drying up the raindrops, blowing through my window
          F
Are there really such things

[Verse]
F
 Cause, baby, you and me together are like a stormy day
     Bb



On a shaky old bridge, the river s gonna slip away
      C
But I still can t believe
                       F
That old river s gonna take us

[Chorus]
F
And I wonder, looking out at the rain
         Bb
How much thunder can turn a sky to flame
         C                         Bb
And burn away these clouds we live under
        F
Well, I wonder

[Bridge]
Dm         C                Bb
It s gonna hurt, we already know
           Dm            C        Bb
It s gonna follow us wherever we go
         Dm             C
It might hurt a little, hurt a lot
    Bb
But we re gonna find out what we ve got

[Verse]
       F
When I try to remember the way we lived before
        Bb
Oh, the fire was ending, but always wanting more
    C
And you and me, baby, living this lie
  F
I try and I try and I try

[Chorus]
F
And I wonder, looking out at the rain
         Bb
How much thunder can turn a sky to flame
         C                         Bb
And burn away these clouds we live under
        F
Well, I wonder

[Chorus]
F
And I wonder, looking out at the rain
         Bb
How much thunder can turn a sky to flame
         C                         Bb
And burn away these clouds we live under



        F
Well, I wonder

[Outro]
F
I wonder
F
I wonder 


